Fast Track Your Transportation Needs

Knowledge is power. For the transportation industry, this adage still rings true. Managing assets, integrating data, operational efficiency and security are top priorities. Geography remains the focal point and the blend of ArcGIS® and Nearmap’s high resolution imagery is helping speed the way.

**Track – Asset Management Drives Informed Decisions**
Informed decisions in areas such as construction change, public safety and planning begin with asset management. Creating current inventories of highways, parking areas, roads and all-things-transportation requires instant access to current aerial imagery and Esri’s platform to define, manage and analyze those assets. Deploy on-site resources efficiently saving time and money.

**Integrate – Data Consolidation Speeds Up Analysis**
You need to see the big picture. Airports, railways, parks, public transport, maritime, roads and highways – all play a vital role in our daily lives. Security and infrastructure improvements require integrated data sources are analyzed with Nearmap aerial imagery to detect changes over time. With lives at stake, GIS professionals rely on integrated intelligence from Esri® and Nearmap.

**Deploy – Operate Efficiently and Ensure Safety**
Everyone is being asked to do more with less. For hundreds of years, site inspections and construction management relied upon eyes on the ground. Esri® and Nearmap provide a new, smarter alternative through transportation solutions accessible via any device at a moment’s notice. Operational efficiency has taken a dramatic turn on the road to savings and resource allocation. Now everyone can access imagery and data layers simultaneously.

**HIGH-RESOLUTION, TIMELY IMAGERY WITH $0 INCREMENTAL IT COST**

- Monitor field crew progress easily
- Streamline planning and operations
- Create smarter, more secure transportation
- Report on inventories and assets
- Improve public safety

“Our planning and development process has shifted direction. We rely on Esri® and Nearmap as the basis for all critical transportation decisions. They continue to deliver.”

– Director of Transportation Operations – State Government
Nearmap’s high resolution aerial imagery combined with ArcGIS® allow public and private transportation to manage assets, prioritize maintenance, speed up construction and ensure public safety. If you need instant access to meet deadlines and optimize resources, ArcGIS® and Nearmap provide analysis and visualization to get the job done quickly.

**Amazing High Resolution**
Our imagery is better than 2.8” GSD—much clearer than satellite imagery—giving you unrivaled clarity, precision and detail.

**Imagery Updated Regularly**
We regularly update imagery of locations and deliver them within days of capture. See changes over time by comparing current and historical imagery.

**Powerful Integration**
Combine Nearmap’s spectacular imagery with powerful analytics using our simple and seamless integration with Esri® products.

**Esri + Nearmap = Better Decisions**
Nearmap is ArcGIS® ready. Combine Esri’s ArcGIS® Platform with current, clear imagery for faster, more accurate decisions.

Access Nearmap natively within the Esri ecosystem including ArcMap and ArcGIS™ Online. There’s no need to login to Nearmap. ArcGIS™ Online users gain full access regardless of the client used. ArcGIS® Marketplace applications allow users to easily share online. Let data services, basemaps, Nearmap imagery and third party data improve your transportation efficiency.

Request a Nearmap demo today.
- nearmap.com
- 1-844-4nearmap